This paper deals with spatial Information Extraction (IE) and Retrieval (IR) in Digital Libraries environments. The proposed approach (implemented within PIV 1 prototype) is based on a linguistic and semantic analysis of digital corpora and free text queries. First, we present requirements and a methodology of semantic annotation for automatic indexing and geo-referencing of text documents. Then we report on a case study where the spatial-based IR process is evaluated and compared to classical (statistical-based) IR approaches using first pure spatial queries and then more general ones dealing with both spatial and thematic scopes. The main result in these first experiments shows that combining a spatial approach with a classical (statistical-based) IR one improves in a significant way retrieval accuracy, namely in the case of general queries.
INTRODUCTION
Geographically related queries form nearly one fifth of all queries submitted to Excite search engine, the terms occurring most frequently being place names (Sanderson and Kohler, 2004) . Our contribution focuses on digital libraries and proposes to extend basic services of existing Library Management System with new ones dedicated to geographic information extraction and retrieval (PIV project (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) ). Geographic information in such a repository is composed of a spatial feature, a temporal feature and a thematic one. "Music instruments in the vicinity of Laruns in the XIXth century" is an example of a complete geographic feature: "Music instruments" is the thematic feature, "vicinity of Laruns" is the spatial feature and "XIXth century" is the temporal one.
Let's assume that to initiate a geographical retrieval process the spatial feature has to be explicit whereas the temporal one could be implicit or not locally expressed and the thematic feature can be missing. Consequently, to process geographical information in-depth, analysis of spatial information is mandatory.
Our spatial model supports absolute and Relative Spatial Features. Spatial features such as "Biarritz district" are well-known named places. We call them Absolute Spatial Features (ASF). Complex Spatial Features as "Biarritz vicinity" or "South of Biarritz district" have to be interpreted and, therefore, need some spatial reasoning processes (Cohn and Hazarika., 2001) . Such features are called Relative Spatial Features (RSF). We associate each RSF to one or more spatial relationships (adjacency, inclusion, distance, orientation) for a recursive definition.
Works like the SPIRIT project, the Geosearch system, the GEO-IR system, etc. are related to spatial information management. They are presented in (Chen et al., 2006) . A difference of our approach with other ones like SPIRIT (Jones et al., 2004) and GIPSY (Woodruff et al., 1994) relies on the back-office spatial reasoning used for both ASFs and RSFs interpretation and indexing. For instance, the SPIRIT system mainly tags ASFs. Another specificity concerns the granularity level of the managed information units: textual paragraphs of a domain specific corpora (cultural heritage of Pyrenees) in our case and web pages in the case of SPIRIT system. In the proposed approach, a refined spatial information interpretation and a markup process are applied both within the information units indexing stage and the users' query interpretation. As we work on specific digital library collections and as these collections are quite stable and not too large, the hard back-office spatial process seems to be suitable (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) . Therefore, the cost of such refined spatial aware indexing is reasonable. Queries are interpreted dynamically in the same way and SFs blow-by-blow indexes allow a more accurate information retrieval.
The paper is organized as following. In the second section we present PIV spatial semantics processing. In the third section, we experiment and present the first results of an evaluation and combination of PIV spatial approach with classical statistical IR approaches.
PIV PROJECT

An Overview of the System
In PIV project, we want a non-expert user (tourist, scientist or scholar) to access to territorial-oriented digitized corpora. Figure 1 represents PIV system's two main sub-processes of Information Extraction and Retrieval. Roughly, IE is held in four main stages. First of all, documents collections are built (stage (1)), in this paper, we used digitized archives dealing with the cultural heritage of the south west of France. Then in stage (2), a linguistic and semantic analysis of these digital corpora is carried out in order to extract SFs as formal representations of instances of the PIV spatial model. The third stage (3) parses geographic gazetteers (districts, named-places, roads, cliffs, valleys, …) in order to validate SFs captured before. IE then computes spatial representations and georeferences (stage (4)). Thus, the IE sub-processes results are either absolute (e.g. "Laruns village") or relative SFs (e.g. "Laruns village vicinity").
IR part is also based on such an analysis of the query (stage (6)) and relies on a spatial mapping. It computes intersection surfaces (stage (7)) between spatial representations corresponding to the query and those contained in the indexes (cf. §2.4). It will be then necessary to extract fragments of such relevant documents (stage (8)) and, finally, to present them to the user (stage (9)).
The Spatial Core Model
In this model, according to the linguistic hypothesis, a SF is recursively defined from one or several other SFs and spatial relations are part of the SFs' definition (Lesbegueries et al., 2006 (Lesbegueries et al., , 2006b . The target/landmark principle (Vandeloise 1986) can be defined in a recursive manner. For instance, the SF "north of the Biarritz-Pau line" is first defined by "Biarritz" and "Pau" landmarks that are well known named places, the term "line" creates a new wellknown geometrical object linking the two landmarks and cutting the space into two sub-spaces, finally, an orientation relation creates a reference on the target to focus on. Figure 2 shows that a SF has at least one representation (A) with a natural or artificial boundary; it can be specialized (B) into an absolute (ASF), i.e. "Laruns village" named place or a relative feature (RSF). A RSF is defined with a reference, i.e. "west of Laruns village" relation linking at least one other SF (C). The cycle represents the recursive definition. For spatial information extraction in textual documents, a Definite Clause Grammar illustrated in (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) specifies lexicons and rules in order to detect SFs and create instances of this model.
Thus, a SF spatial relation can be an adjacency ("nearby Laruns"), an inclusion ("centre of Laruns"), a distance ("at about 10 kms of Laruns"), a geometric form ("the Laruns Arudy Mauleon triangle") or an orientation ("in the west of Laruns").
In the core model all of these spatial references have attributes used to characterize them. So, for instance, distance has a numerical and/or a qualitative parameter and adjacency has a qualifier as defined in (Lesbegueries et al., 2006b ) and (Muller 2002) .
So, a XML tree (cf. §2.3) complying with the PIV XML schema (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) describes any SF.
Spatial IE and Indexing
Hereinafter, we briefly describe the Linguistic and Semantic Processing Sequence supporting PIV spatial IE process (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) .
The LPS goal is to populate a structured information repository (XML indexes) from heterogeneous information sources (news papers and books contents, postcards descriptors). We also used it to separate spatial features from the thematic ones in the query when evaluating IR results (cf. §3.5).
According to works on textual documents (Lesbegueries et al., 2006b) , we adopt an active reading behaviour, that is to say sought-after information is known a priori. This is why, unlike slight Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Abolhassani et al., 2003) , our linguistic and semantic processing sequence is locally applied near candidates for named places. To mark these candidates a lexicon is used in order to have a quite good generic bootstrap process. So ASFs (i.e. villages' names, forests' names, etc.) are detected first and marked. Then RSFs are built from previously pointed out ASFs. The data processing sequence used to highlight spatial features is implemented as described in Figure 3 . First a tokeniser and a splitter parse the textual flow (Figure 3-A) . This pre-treatment corresponds to new textual flow where the initial content is added with logical sub-structures marks; words separators marks are added with their lemmas (thanks to a lemmatization phase embedded).
In the second stage (Figure 3-B) , spatial features called "candidates" are detected as following: first, all sentences having tokens starting with a capital letter and preceded with a token containing terms specified in a lexicon "in", "from", … (known as spatial feature's initiator) are marked. Then, a Part Of Speech (POS) tagger parses these marked sentences and retrieves words' POS.
In the third stage (Figure 3-C) , a Definite Clause Grammar (DCG) based analysis interprets the extracted syntagms (inclusion, adjacency, distance to another spatial feature, etc.). The feature "near of Laruns" is interpreted as a RSF ("rsf" tag in line 2 Figure 4 ) itself defined by an adjacency relation (line 4-6 Figure 4 ) and by the "Laruns" ASF (line 7-10 Figure 4) .
The SFs validation stage calls external services (gazetteers) to confirm every candidate ASF (Figure  3-D) . For the sentence "Paul passe près de Laruns" (Paul passes nearby Laruns): "Laruns" candidate SF is confirmed whereas "Paul" candidate SF is removed. All the RSFs candidates associated to a non-validated ASF are also removed. Finally a MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle) (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) representation consisting on geocode coordinates (lines 13-18 Figure 4 ) is added to the XML index tree. 
Spatial IR Based on SFs Intersections
We use SFs indexes to undertake queries and retrieve information from documents.
A free text interface supports the IR stage. Queries are analyzed exactly as the documents of the corpus are: the same IE data processing sequence is executed and every SF is extracted. All the validated SFs are geo-localized and a MBR is attached to each one of these SFs. A query is analyzed online whereas corpus documents are analyzed offline.
Our search technique is based on a spatial mapping between the SFs of the query and those of the documents (stage (7) in Figure 1 ). This mapping is done thanks to the geospatial footprints created dynamically for the query and those stored in index files of the corpus.
For example, Figure 5 illustrates a query and an indexed area (precise geospatial footprints for ASFs and approximated MBRs for RSFs). The selection process consists in processing index files and computing intersections with a GIS (Lesbegueries et al. 2006) . Then, we select corresponding relevant Documents fragments (Df).
We are able to calculate the relevance of a document fragment by computing an evaluation of the surface which results from the intersection between the SF of the document fragment and the ones of the query: For any query, the relevance of each recovered document may be different ( Figure 5 (1)
The closer the centroids of I and Q are to each other, the higher the relevance score of Df.
An XML DBMS (eXist -http://exist.sourceforge.net) and a GIS (PostGIS -http://postgis.refractions.net) support these searching and computing operations on the corpus indexes. Figure 6 illustrates relevance computing via functions and queries submitted to the GIS. The query of Figure 6 returns the relevant documents and paragraphs IDs. Then the original texts and the SFs details may be presented in a weighted order.
CASE STUDY
In this section, we evaluate the PIV spatial-based IR approach based on information extraction (IE) of Spatial Features (SFs) in textual documents. The PIV results are compared to those obtained by a classical keywords-based IR using the same collection and the same set of test queries. The used classical IR approach is defined in the next section.
Classical IR Approach
The IR classical approach is based on the notion of "bag" of single words (Baeza-Yates et al., 1999) . In such full text approaches, documents are first indexed using a classical term indexing. It consists in selecting single words occurring in the documents, and then stemming these words using an appropriate stemmer (Porter 2001) and at the end removing stop-words according to a stoplist. We used in this paper a stoplist and a French stemmer from the Snowball family of stemmers (Porter 2001) . A weight Wtd(t,d) is then assigned to each term t in a document dj following the formula given in (2): Where tf i,j represents the frequency of the term t i in the document d j , n i is the number of documents containing the term t i and N the total number of documents in the collection. dl j represents the length of the document d j and avg_dl, the average length of the document in the collection. This weighting method, which is an enhanced TF.IDF formula, is introduced to attenuate the negative impact of large documents in the searching stage (Robertson et al., 1995) . This is also suitable for the used collection (paragraphs with various lengths). The same indexing process is applied to queries.
A vector-based model (Boughanem et al., 2001 ) is then used to retrieve documents: for a given query q, the Inner product between the vector of the query and the ones of each document d j in the collection is applied in order to compute the relevance score:
Finally, this relevance score is used to determine the ranking of the document (d j ) in the final list of retrieved documents in response to the query (q).
Sample Data
The corpus used for training and testing the PIV system is provided by the MIDR county media library. The collection contains 10 OCRised books dealing with the Pyrenean cultural heritage of the XIXth and XXth century. The books are splitted into paragraphs constituting about ten thousand document units. We have made 12 queries on which 8 deal with only spatial scope whereas the 4 remaining deal with both spatial and thematic scopes. A spatial query could support Absolute Spatial Features (ASF) or Relative Spatial Features (RSF). A thematic and spatial query like "music instruments in Laruns vicinity" supports both ASF/RSF features ("Laruns vicinity") and other non spatial features ("music instruments").
First we carried out scan and OCR processing of the books of the corpora. Then we ran PIV prototype automatic Information Extraction processes. The processing of one book of 200 pages (stages 2, 3 and 4 of Figure 1 ) takes five minutes. PIV prototype found 9835 candidate SFs in these ten books.
Evaluation of the Spatial IR Approach
We submitted the eight spatial scope queries to the PIV system and compared the first ranked documents (top 5, 10 and 15) to the hand-craft judgments. The results are given in Table 1 . Avg represents the average precision computed over all the used queries and P@5, P@10 and P@15 design precision measures carried out respectively at the top 5, 10 and 15 documents. The last column, Number of responses, represents the total number of retrieved documents (averaged over the queries). It can be seen that PIV approach brings 78% accuracy at top 5 and 81% at top 10. When the same queries are applied to the classical full text IR system, the results decrease significantly (Table 1-B) . For instance the average precision on the eighth queries at the five top documents (P@5) reaches 78% (PIV) whereas it is only of 50% when using the classical approach. The reason is that in a spatial query like "near Laruns", the classical approach never returns documents dealing with other districts like "Eaux-Bonnes" or "Louvie-Soubiron" which are located in the vicinity of "Laruns". So RSFs extraction from documents and queries also allows increasing the number of retrieved relevant documents: in average 637 document-units are retrieved by the spatial approach for all the queries whereas the classical approach retrieved only 252.
Evaluation of the Thematic + Spatial IR
We look for the impact of using more general queries containing both spatial and thematic features. As it can be seen in Table 2 -A, the results are very decreasing for the PIV approach (only 15% at top 5). A careful analysis of the results shows that some relevant documents are retrieved but they are not ranked at the top. So, PIV system is not suitable for rank-ordering in the case of general (spatial + thematic) queries. Indeed, PIV's IE and IR processes deal only with spatial information. As in the first case, the same set of queries is submitted to the classical IR system. The results (Table 2-B) are clearly more accurate for the classical approach than those obtained by the PIV system (Table 2-A). For instance, the system brings in average 48% of relevant documents at top 5 and 36% at top15. One can also notices the difference in the number of responses between the two approaches: PIV approach retrieved in average 1154 document-units whereas the classical approach retrieved only 331. This is due to the fact that PIV system processes all spatial features related to the area specified in the query (towns, mountains, etc.) , whereas the classical approach seeks for only documents matching the query words.
Combining Spatial and Classical IR Approaches
The previous results suggest that in the one hand, the spatial PIV approach is suitable to retrieve documents dealing with spatial features but lacks of rank-ordering relevant documents when dealing with non spatial queries. On the other hand, the classical full text approach lacks of exhaustivity when it deals with spatial scope queries but outperforms the PIV approach when the queries deal with thematic features. So, one can think to combine the two approaches in order to take advantage of their effectiveness and reduce their lacks. Moreover, the fact that the document unit corresponds to a paragraph increases the probability that spatial and thematic information occurring in the same unit be semantically related. The idea is to subdivide the query into two subqueries (as schematized in Figure 7) , the spatial subquery and the thematic one. The spatial sub-query contains named places, or any expression identified by the Linguistic Processing Sequence (LPS) as ASFs or RSFs (cf. §2.3). The thematic sub-query contains all the remaining query terms related to any non spatial scope (time, events, etc.) without belonging however to the stoplist. As schematized in Figure 7 , "the vicinity of Laruns" and "Music instruments in the XIX century" represents respectively the spatial sub-query and the thematic sub-query of the query example "Music instruments in the vicinity of Laruns in the XIX century".
Once the two sub-queries are identified, they are submitted to the system supporting the appropriate approach: PIV for the spatial sub-query and Classical for the thematic one. The final result is then built by intersecting the two sets returned by PIV and Classical approaches. The ranking is based on the one obtained by PIV: each ranked document in the PIV result set is added to the final result if it belongs also to the Classical result set.
The detailed results obtained using the previous spatial + thematic queries according to this strategy are given in Table 3 . The results confirm the assumption that combining the two approaches will enhance retrieval accuracy by rank-ordering more documents for relevance. For instance at top 5, precision reaches 70% when we combine the two approaches, whereas it was of 48% for the classical approach and only 15% for the spatial approach. However, one can notice the reduced number of retrieved documents because of the trivial combination used (intersection criteria): for example, fo the query 12, the combined approach retrieves only four documents whereas the Classical approach returns 233 and the PIV one returns 724. This precision improvement causes an important decrease in recall.
So an open area may concern the merging problem of the two sets of results (spatial based approach results and classical full text ones) in order to optimize not only precision at top retrieved documents, but also recall. This may probably be possible by replacing intersection operator by more complex ranking ones.
CONCLUSION
Our contribution focuses on restricted corpora such as local cultural heritage collections of documents and is complementary to traditional search methods used in library or documentary management systems. The PIV's Linguistic and semantic processing plus qualitative spatial reasoning support absolute and relative spatial features (ASF/RSF) accurate extraction and retrieval. The PIV prototype validated this approach (Lesbegueries et al., 2006) .
A first evaluation scanned the spatial IE process of the PIV prototype (Sallaberry et al., 2007) . It led us to extend grammar rules in order to improve the RSF capturing process. We also integrated a new set of spatial resources describing Pyrenean roads, rivers, woods, valleys, mountains, etc. This paper presents the results of the evaluation of the PIV prototype spatial IR process. A case study involving sample documents and queries given by the MIDR Library of Pau County makes comparisons between the PIV spatial-based prototype and a more classical statistical-based approach. The results show that even-though PIV approach outperforms classical keywords-based approaches in the case of spatial queries. According to these results and those stated in (Vaid et al., 2005) , (Martins et al., 2005) , such a spatial approach and statistical approaches need to be combined in order to enhance retrieval accuracy in the case of general queries dealing with both spatial and thematic scopes. As the PIV system relies on an architecture of web services, all or part of them might be easily integrated in existing library or documentary management systems.
Such a combined approach's results merging is an actual research point. In fact, PIV's slight IR intersection operator (figure 7) ensures a good precision but a quite poor recall factor. Future works will address integration of spatial and thematic similarity ranking and experiment new merging algorithms using product, maximum similarity, various linear combination functions (Martins et al., 2005) .
